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Trend Lifestyle Holdings Ltd was established 
in 2015 to house the expanding group 
which currently includes Lemon & Lime Ltd, 
Intercept Interiors Ltd and Compass 
Procurement Ltd.  The proudly Mauritian 
group has showrooms located in both 
Curepipe and Bambous.  Manufacturing 
facilities are based in Curepipe and bulk 
storage is based in Coromandel.  
Collectively, the offices, showrooms, storage 
and manufacturing facilities cover an area 
of 5700 m2.  Due to popular request, the 
near future will see a showroom in the North 
of the island.

INTRODUCTION
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“With over 50 passionate and qualified members of staff, our  
aim is to provide a one stop solution, on time, with pride.”



After having visited Mauritius regularly since 1996, 
Kim and her family took the decision in 2010 to 
make Mauritius their new home.  Kim started her first 
business in 1990 and built it successfully for 22 years 
until she sold it in 2012.

Being an entrepreneur, Kim identified 
opportunities in Mauritius and the surrounding 
islands, particularly in the fast developing property 
and hospitality sector.  This led to the creation of 
Lemon & Lime in 2012.  With her passion for travel, 
Kim has successfully managed to source a variety 
of quality products from around the globe. 

The natural progression and the will to offer a more 
holistic service to their clients, led to the acquisition 
of Intercept-Interiors in 2015. 

In 2017, Lemon & Lime expanded its offerings to 
include a highly qualified design and project 
management team. 

Kim and her team look forward to being of service 
to you!

K IM PEARSON-TAYLOR



At Lemon & Lime, we provide a comprehensive  
service that encompasses a fully integrated 
package to ensure that we can operate as a one 
stop-shop for our clients.  We offer the following 
services:

• A wide variety of furniture and decor available in  
 stock
• Inspirational décor ideas and space planning
• Costing and budgeting
• Management of sub-contractors
• Source of specific product on demand
• Total installation of all furniture and décor pieces 

Lemon & Lime were one of the first companies in 
Mauritius to provide a wide variety of furniture and 

décor pieces ex stock.  With established showrooms, 
you don’t have to wait for your chosen goods to be 
sourced from overseas.  This means that the time-
lines between selecting your items and installation is 
drastically reduced and therefore the time to furnish 
your home or complete your project is diminished. 

We have two large showrooms displaying a wide  
variety of design options to inspire you. 

The main showroom is located five minutes from 
Cascavelle and our second showroom is based 
in Curepipe.  You will be welcomed by our friendly 
team who will provide you with personal and  
professional attention.

LEMON & LIME LTD

“Looking for a trustworthy  
and professional team  
to execute your design  

and décor project?”
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INTERIOR AND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
The Lemon & Lime Design division is a dynamic and diverse design team comprising of talented individuals 
with international experience and a strong background in the design industry.  Their sole purpose is to turn 
your design dreams and ideas into reality.

Their focus is on interior design and space planning of both residential and commercial projects that 
measures up to international standards and new market related trends.  With a high attention to detail, 
the team creates environments with stimulating interiors and productivity enhancing spaces.



PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND M&E CONSULTANCY
We provide project management services to ensure 
that the projects are completed on time and within 
budget.  Lemon & Lime is committed to hands-on 
planning of works, co-ordination, supervision,  
constructive teamwork and quality control to make 
sure all work is finished to the required standards 
and satisfaction of the clients.

M&E Consultancy Services are also offered by 
Lemon & Lime’s projects division and include the 
development of design concepts as per the 
client’s brief and requirements as well as detailing, 
planning, implementation and co-ordination 
with all project members to ensure successful 
project delivery and functionality. 

QUANTITY SURVEYING AND PROCUREMENT
We provide full quantity surveying services.  From 
the inception stage of the project up to the com-
pletion and handing over.  All QS projects are done 
with client satisfaction as the priority goal.  Services 
range from feasibility studies, cost planning, tender 
documentation including bills of quantities, 
appointment of contractors and sub-contractors, 

contract administration, progress valuations, 
assessment of contractors’ claims, issuance of 
payment certificates, cost reporting financial 
statements and final account agreements.

PROJECTS ARE IMPLEMENTED IN THE FOLLOWING 
STAGES: 
• Project appraisal and definition 
• Concept and budget planning 
• Design development and project planning 
• Approval, technical documentations and    
   implementation 
• Contract administration and supervision 
• Project hand-over

INSTALLATION 
Lemon & Lime offers a full installation solution 
including on-site installation planning.  Depending 
on your needs, our qualified team will manage the 
placement of furniture, mirrors, artwork, décor items, 
etc.  This service includes delivery and construction 
of furniture and any wall hanging required.  We aim 
to ensure that when you walk into your environment 
it feels complete.



“Our goal is to ensure that all 
installations are done as per the 

design intent and to your satisfaction.”



HOSPITALITY, CORPORATE SECTOR AND DÉCOR PACKAGES
Lemon & Lime has a comprehensive offering for all commercial and hospitality requirements.  The design 
and project division offers all the skills and experience to design, project manage and furnish an entire 
office block or hotel. 

Some of the services you can expect Lemon & Lime to manage on your behalf include:
•  Interior design
•  Space planning, drawing and design
• Lighting
• Quantity survey management 
• Electrical management
• Procurement
• Installation

Given Lemon & Lime’s global network of suppliers, 
items are bought directly from the manufacturer.  
This ensures that you are getting value for money 
for all your requirements.



“Extensive industry knowledge means 
that manufacturer quality is closely 
managed, tested and maintained.”



Established in 1989, The Higold brand is currently 

available in more than 100 countries worldwide.  Higold 

has won numerous Red Dot awards.  Lemon & Lime have 

the exclusive distribution rights for their products in 

Mauritius, Seychelles and Maldives.

Higold Outdoor Furniture Co. is mainly engaged in the 

design and manufacture of furniture for the following 

applications:

• High-end villas 

• Exclusive hotels  

• Beaches and swimming pools

• Bars and western-style restaurants

Designed by the world renowned Nicolas Thomkin, the 

European influence is apparent in all Higold furniture.  

Higold Outdoor Furniture Co. has taken the leadership 

position in innovation in China’s outdoor furniture industry 

due to its first-rate design and strict quality control.  

H IGOLD OUTDOOR FURNITURE CO.

“Higold core values are: cooperative, 
win-win, creative and leading.”





Lemon & Lime have the exclusive distribution rights 
for d-Bhodi in Mauritius, Seychelles and Maldives.

As a furniture company, d-Bhodi’s main purpose is to 
find meaningful ways to repurpose items that 
nobody wants anymore.  The company was 
founded ten years ago in Singapore, with the 
intention to harness the power of reclaimed wood.  
Over the last decade they have established them-
selves as important players in eco-friendly furniture 
and are stocked worldwide by a network of partners. 

With each piece being completely unique, their 
furniture is inspired by Dutch design directives – 
simple, yet powerful and sophisticated.  The 
rough, pure materials that are used – mostly 
reclaimed teak – are uplifted by sophisticated 
design and emboldened by straightforward iron 
frames.  The contrast between the iron and 
historical, character-filled wood has become 
d-Bodhi’s signature. d-Bodhi’s designers 
creatively interpret each piece to find an 
innovative new life for them.

D-BHODI COMES TO MAURITIUS



d-Bodhi is the epitome of conscious design which is 
reflected in their zero waste policy.  Even cut-offs of 
the reclaimed wood are used and sawdust is 
processed. d-Bodhi also strive to make their 
production process carbon neutral by planting 
trees in collaboration with the Indonesian-based 
NGO Trees4Trees.  They have planted more than 
50,000 trees which also provides job opportunities 
for local farmers and communities.

“d-Bodhi’s aesthetic is diverse but united  
by the thread of industrial minimalism  

that runs through their collections.”



Intercept Interiors was established in 2003 and has become one of the leading suppliers of interior 
decoration products and services in Mauritius and the surrounding islands.  The company is continually 
recognised for offering excellent service and only the highest quality products.

QUOTE FROM ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
“Working with Intercept is a real pleasure, everything is simple and everything has a solution. 
Estella has accompanied us in our project and followed our tastes and desires to the letter. 

The choice is immense, and the quality of the work of the seamstresses, which we have seen at work, 
is exceptional, not to mention the personnel who deliver and install.  Cleanliness and respect is their blade.
This message would not be complete, if we were not talking about the choice of furniture at Lemon & Lime, 
which saved our project from our difficulty of finding our happiness at an affordable price.  Kim, the director, 
was able to guide us and advise us in a very short time since we only had a few days to order everything.’’

INTERCEPT INTERIORS

“Providing a full measure, manufacture, delivery and installation service.”



Give the finishing touch to any room with a plain 
coloured or striped carpet which can be used both 
indoors and outdoors.  For high traffic areas, 
particularly hospitality and offices, Unnatural 
Flooring® is ideal and exclusive to Intercept. 

Alternatively, choose an indoor hand tufted carpet 
from a variety of brands, which can be co-ordinated 
to our matching fabric ranges, in a variety of lively  
motifs, patterns and textures.  Unique designs can 
be tailor made to suit your needs. 

UNNATURAL FLOORING



CEILING FANS 
Intercept has the largest choice of ceiling fans in 
Mauritius.  We are the exclusive distributors for Hunter, 
Fanimation and Martec ceiling fans in Mauritius and 
the surrounding Indian Ocean islands. 

Intercept holds a large range of stock on the island 
for smaller purchases and efficient ordering services 
for large orders. 

HUNTER FAN CO. LTD

Hunter Fan Co. Ltd was created over 130 years ago.  
Since then, they have continued to innovate and 
develop new technologies.  Their attention to detail 
gives perfect results and great designs, for both 
indoor and outdoor use.

Our commitment to quality, craftsmanship and 
innovation is why we remain unrivaled today and 
why our fans last for generations.  Hunter Industrial is 
part of that heritage and our HVLS fans embody our 
passion for pioneering breakthroughs in ceiling fan 
technologies.



Fanimation focuses on creating fans that circulate 
air using the latest technology for efficiency, 
convenience and seamless control.  With such 
unique and creative styles, the fans are sought 
out for their beauty as much as for the functional 
purpose they provide.  Fanimation fans are found 
in some of the most luxurious places in the world, 

from resorts and palaces in tropical locales, to the 
intimate, personal spaces in homes and luxury villas.

FANIMATION

“Ingenuity and quality craftsmanship  
are part and parcel of every product.”



Martec embodies more than 40 years of commitment to the innovation, quality and durability of ceiling 
fans.  They focus on their customers and the quality of experience they enjoy when using their products.  This 
commitment is evident in their line of ceiling fans.  Quality workmanship, excellent materials and high 
performance components exemplify Martec’s commitment to customers and the dependability they have 
on their fans.

MARTEC



FABRIC BRANDS 
Intercept offers a wide selection of exclusive indoor and outdoor fabrics and wall coverings for multiple uses 
in guestrooms, restaurants, by the pool and on the beach.  Our showrooms have over 30 000 fabric 
references for your perusal.  Intercept is proud to be the exclusive distributors for the following fabric brands. 



Founded in 1999 and based in the UK, Clarke & 
Clarke now distributes fabrics and wallcoverings 
to over 90 countries and has developed a 
reputation for excellent quality, innovation and 
customer service. 

Comersan has become one of the first tactile 
brands in Spain with strong international presence 
in over 80 countries designs and colours at an 
affordable price.  

Driven by a desire to be at the cutting edge 
of fashion trends, Warwick continually seek to 
design products that inspire people to redefine their 
interior landscape.

Lively, fashionable and accessible, Studio G is the 
new name in contemporary fabrics.  They deliver 
trend, savvy designs and colours at an affordable 
price.

If you love high fashion, Harlequin will steal your 
heart.  Expect to be wowed by fusions of delicious 
colours, innovative textures and catwalk inspired 
design.

KAI features inspirational designs, creating a totally 
different ‘lifestyle’ look, which will add elegance to 
your space.

HARLEQUIN

KAI

STUDIO GCLARKE & CLARKE

COMERSAN

WARWICK



As a design studio of fine fabrics, Lelievre has 
four generations and 100 years of know-how and 
history that underpin their fabrics’ beauty and 
design. 

The perfect marriage of fashion forward design 
and true outdoor performance,  Outdura is ideal 
inside the home yet engineered to survive the 
elements of the outdoors.

Used on upholstery, cushions, umbrellas, pillows 
and window treatments, Outdura Casual Furniture 
fabrics are made of 100% Solution Dyed Acrylic yarn 
which brings you unprecedented performance. 

Since the company’s inception in 1997, Perennials 
has been making luxury fabrics and products that 
stand up to life’s everyday adventures without sacri-
ficing great design. 

Twitchell’s contract interior line of fabrics can  
be found in office environments and sports or 
entertainment facilities.  These sophisticated, 
colourful  fabrics are designed to last, yet be 
architecturally complementary.  Specified by 
interior designers and architects in commercial 
applications, you can find Twitchell commercial 
fabrics on stadium seating, office and hotel furniture, 
and in facilities requiring durable coverings. 

PERENNIALSLELIEVRE

OUTDURA TWITCHELL



Fast flow reticulated outdoor foam is the solution for high performance outdoor 
cushioning and beach mattresses.  Drainage of water and air circulation are 
facilitated by the foam which results in very quick drying times.  Different 
comfort levels are available to test at our showroom in Curepipe.

FAST FLOW FOAM®



MANUFACTURING 
With a highly skilled production team, we are able to produce a variety of products in our workshops.  
We have three main divisions, namely sewing, upholstery and curtain track assembly.  We have invested in 
the latest equipment and use only the finest materials.  Our team is dedicated and has a high attention to 
detail.  We provide a full measure, manufacture, delivery and installation service. 



Altran is a Spanish company which specializes in 
systems and accessories for window treatments and 
is exclusively represented by Intercept in Mauritius.

Intercept stocks TRIM® and SINTRA® collections 
which can be wall or ceiling mounted.  They have 
been selected for their durability and slim lines.  
Each bar is precisely measured and assembled to 
fit your space.  Our on-site workshop guarantees 
very strict quality control of all our curtain tracks, 
and our dedicated team will ensure a smooth 
installation. 

ALTRAN



Our soft furnishing manufacturing capabilities 
include but are not limited to:
• Curtains and block out
• Decorative cushions and throws
• Beach mattresses 
• Indoor and outdoor cushions
• Umbrella covers
• Headboards
• Ottomans
• Place mats
• Bean bags
• Roman blinds
• Upholstery



At Compass Procurement, we work closely with our 
clients to determine the range, quality and budget 
required.  We facilitate the required sourcing, 
procurement, quality control, shipping and customs 
clearing to ensure a smooth delivery.

Main product categories include:
• Sanitary ware
• Bathroom accessories
• Wall and floor tiles
• Kitchens
• Kitchen accessories
• Built-in cupboards

COMPASS PROCUREMENT LTD





• Club Med Albion
• Long Beach
• Lux Belle Mare
• New Mauritius Hotels
• Manser Saxon

• Etwaro & Associates
• Azuri
• Anahita Hotel
• Tamarina Beach Club
• Solana Beach

• Paradis Hotel
• Lateral Holdings
• Les Pavillions Resort
• Le Shandrani Hotel
• Tamassa Hotel

COMPLETED PROJECTS

Trend Lifestyle is proud to present a few of our satisfied clients with whom we have completed successful 
projects. 



• Shanti Maurice
• Outrigger
• Kuros Construction
• New Mauritius Hotels
• Constance Hotel Group

• Le St Geran
• Le Prince Maurice
• Villa Valriche
• Matala Lifestyle Estate & Spa 
• Mountain View

• Lux Maldives
• Sugar Beach Hotel
• Eden Bleu, Seychelles
• Four Seasons, Seychelles
• Ephilia, Seychelles



MEET THE TEAM
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Contact Details

Lot 12, Geo�roy Road, 
Industrial Zone, Bambous.

(+230) 452 2000/ (+230) 452 1035
 

Opening Hours :
Monday to Friday : 8:30 am to 17hrs.
Last Saturday of each month: 10am to 16hrs.
Closed on Sunday and Public Holidays

Website: www.intercept-interiors.com  /  www.lemonandlimedecor.com
Email: info@intercept-interiors.com / info@lemonandlimedecor.com

BAMBOUS SHOWROOM



Contact Details

Corner Samuel Fouqueraux & 
Général de Gaulle Street
Eau Coulée, Curepipe

(+230)  6707575 /(+230) 6707576  

Opening Hours :
Monday to Friday : 08:30am to 17hrs.
Closed on Saturday, Sunday 
and Public Holidays.

Website: www.intercept-interiors.com  /  www.lemonandlimedecor.com
Email: info@intercept-interiors.com / info@lemonandlimedecor.com
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SHOWROOMS IN BAMBOUS
Lot 12 Georoy Road, Bambous, Mauritius
Tel: (+230) 452 2000 / (+230) 452 1035

SHOWROOMS IN CUREPIPE
Samuel Fouqueraux & General de Gaulles Streets

Eau Coulee, Curepipe, Mauritius
Tel: (+230) 670 7575 / (+230) 670 5256

info@lemonandlimedecor.com|info@intercept-interiors.com|info@compassprocurement.mu

www.lemonandlimedecor.com|www.intercept-interiors.com
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